BACKGROUND
Coral reefs have the greatest biodiversity (many species) of any ecosystem in the world. The building blocks of reefs are the over 700 species of coral (invertebrate marine animals) living in the oceans. Coral and coral reefs provide homes for millions of other marine species that contribute to the world’s water ecosystems. Each year, water ecosystems absorb about 30% of the Carbon Dioxide created from human activities. Additionally, reefs are home to many fish and other animals that over 500 million people depend on as food sources. Unfortunately, climate change, overfishing, and pollution are all human related influences posing serious threats to coral reefs.

One side effect of climate change is an increase in ocean temperatures, and even minor temperature changes affect coral. When ocean temperatures rise, algae that live on and protect corals leave the coral which makes it more susceptible to disease. This also removes the color from coral, so this process it called “coral bleaching.” Scientists are closely watching the widespread bleaching of coral reefs. There are corals that are resilient to these temperature changes which scientists see as a sign of potential adaptation and evolutionary processes that could save coral reefs. The concern is that this may not happen fast enough, and scientists are taking actions to speed it up. The urgency of coral reef adaptation and evolution is severe, but it is only one example of human related animal adaptations. For survival, animals need food, water, air and shelter. The natural environment in which an animal population lives—its habitat—contains these things that it needs to survive and reproduce. Natural and human-made changes to the environment result in changes to animal habitats. When these changes alter a habitat in a significant way, the animal population that lives there must adjust or adapt in order to survive. This can happen locally (for example, in a neighborhood or city) or on a much larger scale (such as in an ocean or arctic ecosystem, or even the world).

Natural selection is the process by which the genetic characteristics (and thus what traits are passed down to the next generation) of a population change over time (i.e. evolve) to become better suited to the environment. Such evolutionary changes are called adaptations. These adaptations can be structural (what the animal looks like), physiological (how its body chemistry works) or behavioral (how it acts). It is in this way that an environmental change can, over generations, lead to a significant change in the genetic makeup of a population as a whole. Sometimes, a new species is even created as a result.
There are many examples of animals changing how they live because of the proximity of people and the resulting changes to habitat—because of the structures we build, the things we remove, and the waste we leave behind. The rate of habitat change on Earth that many animal populations are experiencing is faster, and the changes more significant, than ever before. This can be caused by events such as large-scale deforestation, urbanization, and climate change. Sometimes, these environmental changes lead an animal population to thrive. There is even evidence of evolutionary change occurring in just a few generations in some animal populations—for example, adapting to live in higher elevations, migrate earlier, or change their camouflage. In other cases, adaptation does not happen fast enough and the environmental change leads an animal population to die, or a species to become endangered or even extinct.

It is important to understand that natural selection, evolution, endangerment, and extinction are natural and normal processes. The earth and its ecosystems are constantly changing and this occurs because of—and in spite of—the species that live on it. Still, by better understanding the impact of human actions on the environment and thus on animal habitats and the animals that live there, we have the potential to make informed choices that will have local and even global impacts in the future on the natural world, including the survival of the human species.
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